Rough Guide Scotland
The Rough Guide to Scotland Make the most of your time on Earth with the ultimate travel guides. World-renowned 'tell it like it is'
travel guide to the Scotland now with free eBook. Discover the Scotland with this comprehensive and entertaining travel guide,
packed with practical information and honest and independent recommendations by our experts. Whether you plan to explore the
Cairngorm Mountains, walk the West Highland Way, taste some local whisky or go downhill-cycling at Glentress, theRough Guide to
Scotland will help you discover the best places to explore, eat, drink, shop and sleep along the way. Features of this travel guide to
Scotland: - Detailed regional coverage: provides practical information for every kind of trip, from off-the-beaten-track adventures to
chilled-out breaks in popular tourist areas - Honest and independent reviews: written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of
humour, honesty and expertise, our writers will help you make the most from your trip to Scotland - Meticulous mapping: practical
full-colour maps, with clearly numbered, colour-coded keys. Find your way around Islay, the Caledonian Forest and many more
locations without needing to get online - Fabulous full-colour photography: features inspirational colour photography, including the
stunning Cullin Range and the spectacular South Harris beaches - Time-saving itineraries: carefully planned routes will help inspire
and inform your on-the-road experiences - Things not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of Tobermory, Iona, Ailsa Crag and the
Knoydart Peninsula's best sights and top experiences - Travel tips and info: packed with essential pre-departure information including
getting around, accommodation, food and drink, health, the media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture and etiquette,
shopping and more - Background information: comprehensive 'Contexts' chapter provides fascinating insights into Scotland, with
coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books, plus a handy language section and glossary - The
ultimate travel tool: download the free eBook to access all this from your phone or tablet - Covers: Edinburgh and the Lothians; the
Borders; Dumfries and Galloway; Ayrshire and Arran; Glasgow and the Clyde; Argyll and Bute; Stirling; Loch Lomond and the
Trossachs; Fife; Perthshire; Northeast Scotland; the Great Glen and River Spey; the north and northwest Highlands; Skyes and the
Small Isles; the Western Isles; Orkney and Shetland You may also be interested in: The Rough Guide to the Scottish Highlands and
Islands, Pocket Rough Guide Edinburgh and The Rough Guide to Great Britain About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been
inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies sold globally. Synonymous with practical travel tips, quality writing
and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books
and phrasebooks.
The Rough Guide to Argentina is the definitive guide to this staggeringly diverse country. This updated fourth edition will effortlessly
guide you through the country with in-depth coverage on eating and drinking, accommodation and transportation, plus the clearest
maps available of any guide. The introductory section introduces Argentina’s highlights from the sparkling emeralds and turquoise
waters of the seven lakes, to climbing Acongagua and dolphin-spotting at Puerto Deseado. All areas are covered; from cosmopolitan
Buenos Aires to the remote Argentine archipelago of Tierra del Fuego. The Rough Guide to Argentina also includes informed
descriptions of the country’s varied landscapes, from the pampas to Patagonia, plus practical advice on the best places for hiking,
climbing, ski and rafting. Finally, the guide explores the country’s rich history and culture; including detailed information on
everything from the ascendancy of Eva Peron to its Jesuit architecture. Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide to
Argentina.
Discover this evergreen destination with the most incisive and entertaining guidebook on the market. Whether you plan to ride the
length of the wonderful Wild Atlantic Way, take a foodie tour of the southwest or discover a city reborn in Belfast, The Rough Guide
to Ireland will show you the ideal places to sleep, eat, drink, shop and visit along the way. - Independent, trusted reviews written with
Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and insight, to help you get the most out of your visit, with options to suit every
budget. - Full-colour maps throughout- navigate the backstreets of Dublin's Temple Bar or Derry's famous city walls without needing
to get online. - Stunning images - a rich collection of inspiring colour photography. -Things not to miss - Rough Guides' rundown of
Ireland's best sights and experiences. - Itineraries- carefully planned routes to help you organize your trip. -Detailed regional
coverage- whether off the beaten track or in more mainstream tourist destinations, this travel guide has in-depth practical advice for
every step of the way. Areas covered (all Ireland's counties) include: Dublin; the Midlands; Cavan; Mayo; Galway; Clare; Limerick;
Kerry; Cork; Kilkenny; Kildare; Meath; Belfast; Antrim and Derry. Attractions include: The Giant's Causeway; Dublin's Trinity
College; Titanic Belfast; the Wild Atlantic Way; Bruna Boinne; Skellig Michael; Kylemore Abbey; Bantry House; the Burren and
Croagh Patrick. -Basics- essential pre-departure practical information including getting there, local transport, accommodation, food
and drink, health, festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture and etiquette, the media and more. -Background information - a
Contexts chapter devoted to history, traditional music and literature,plus a handy language section and glossary. Make the Most of
Your Time on Earth with The Rough Guide to Ireland.
The Rough Guide Snapshot Edinburgh is the ultimate travel guide to the magnificent Scottish capital. It guides you through the city
and its environs with reliable information and comprehensive coverage of all the sights and attractions, from dramatic Edinburgh
Castle to the dazzling Scottish Parliament and elegant Princes Street to culinary hotspot Leith, with a special feature on the
Edinburgh Festival. Detailed maps and up-to-date listings pinpoint the best cafés, restaurants, hotels, shops, bars and nightlife,
ensuring you have the best trip possible, whether passing through, staying for the weekend or longer. Also included is the Basics
section from the Rough Guide to Scotland, with all the practical information you need for travelling in and around the country,
including transport, food, drink, costs, health, festivals and outdoor activities. Also published as part of the Rough Guide to Scotland.
Full coverage: Edinburgh Castle, the Royal Mile, Holyrood, the Scottish Parliament, Arthur's Seat, National Museum of Scotland,
Princes Street, Calton Hill, Stockbridge and Dean Village, the West End, Leith, the Pentland Hills and the Lothians. (Equivalent
printed page extent 110 pages).
The Rough Guide to Scotland (Travel Guide eBook)
The Rough Guide to Vienna
The Rough Guide
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The Rough Guide to Scotland
The Rough Guide to Europe on a Budget is the ultimate guide to exploring this fascinating continent on a
shoestring, with coverage of all the top sights, the clearest mapping of any guide and handy hints on how to
save money. Discover the highlights of Europe, from the vibrant capitals of London, Paris and Rome to the
great outdoors, whether skiing in the Alps, hiking in the Tatras or surfing on the Portuguese coast. Read
about Europe's great attractions from the Sistine Chapel in Rome to the Aya Sofia in Istanbul. And with
coverage of four new countries - Montenegro, Albania, Macedonia and Bosnia-Hercegovina, The Rough Guide
to Europe on a Budget is more comprehensive than ever before. Find practical advice on travelling around
Europe, whether by InterRail, Eurail or bus, and what to see and do in each country. With up-to-date
descriptions of the best hostels and budget hotels in Europe, bars in Europe, caf s, cheap restaurants, and
European shopping and festivals this guide is the budget-conscious traveller's must have item for European
trips.
The Rough Guide to Britain is the ultimate insiders' handbook to England, Wales and Scotland. The full-colour
introduction brings the countries' highlights to life, from the Eden Project in Cornwall to Edinburgh's Royal
Mile. The authors provide lively accounts of every sight from the latest attractions such as the Cardiff Bay
area and Gateshead's Baltic Centre to established landmarks from the Tower of London to Edinburgh Castle.
For every town and region there are lively reviews of the best places to stay, eat and drink, to suit all
pockets and with accompanying maps pinpointing each location. There's also practical tips on exploring the
great British countryside from the rugged Pembrokeshire coastline to the picturesque valleys of the
Yorkshire Dales.
Discover this beautiful country with the most incisive and entertaining guidebook on the market. Whether you
plan to hike through the wilds of Snowdonia, follow in Wordsworth's footsteps at Tintern Abbey or explore
Welsh music and theatre in Swansea, The Rough Guide to Wales will show you the ideal places to sleep, eat,
drink and shop along the way. Inside The Rough Guide to Wales - Independent, trusted reviews written with
Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and insight, to help you get the most out of your visit,
with options to suit every budget - Full-colour maps throughout - navigate the arcades of central Cardiff or
the peaks of Brecon Beacons National Park without needing to get online. - Stunning, inspirational images Itineraries - carefully planned routes to help you organize your trip. - Detailed regional coverage - whether
off the beaten track or in more mainstream tourist destinations, this travel guide has in-depth practical advice
for every step of the way. Areas covered include: Cardiff, Swansea and the southeast; the southwest; the
Brecon Beacons and Powys; the Cambrian coast; the Dee Valley; Snowdonia and the Llyn; the north coast
and Anglesey. Attractions include: Cardiff Bay; St David's Cathedral; Pembrokeshire National Park; Conwy
Castle; Cadair Idris; Ffestiniog Railway; Hay Festival; the beaches of the Llyn and Gower peninsulas. Basics - essential pre-departure practical information including getting there, local transport, accommodation,
food and drink, the media, health, festivals and events, maps, sports and outdoor activities and LGBT Wales.
- Background information - a Contexts chapter devoted to Welsh history, politics, natural history, music, film
and books, plus a handy language section. Make the Most of Your Time on Earth with the Rough Guide to
Wales.
This pocket handbook to Scotland's capital contains informed accounts of all the city's historic buildings,
galleries and attractions from the ancient Castle to the new National Museum of Scotland. The guide includes
the pick of the day trips - from Glasgow, Stirling and St Andrews to Highland walks and sandy beaches.
The Rough Guide to Ireland (Travel Guide eBook)
The Rough Guide to England
The Rough Guide to the North Coast 500 (Compact Travel Guide)
The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands & Islands (Travel Guide eBook)
adt's new guide to the Outer Hebrides: The Western Isles of Scotland, from Lewis to Barra, by experienced writer and journalist Mark
Rowe is the only full-size guide to focus solely on the islands of Lewis, Harris, St Kilda, North Uist, Benbecula, South Uist, Eriskay,
Barra and Vatersay. Masses of background information is included, from geography and geology to art and architecture, with
significant coverage of wildlife, too, as well as all the practical details you could need: when to visit, suggested itineraries, public
holidays and festivals, local culture, plus accommodation and where to eat and drink. Walkers, bird-watchers, wildlife photographers,
beach lovers and genealogists are all catered for, and this is an ideal guide for those who travel simply with curious minds to discover
far-flung places of great cultural, historical and wildlife interest. The Outer Hebrides is an archipelago of 15 inhabited islands and
more than 50 others that are free of human footprint. Huge variations in landscape are found across the islands, from Lewisian gneiss,
which dates back almost three billion years, to rugged Harris with its magnificent sands running down its western flanks and the
windswept, undulating flatness and jagged sea lochs of the Uists. This is a land where Gaelic is increasingly spoken and ancient
monuments abound, where stunning seabird colonies and birds of prey can be watched, and where the grassy coastal zones known as
the machair are transformed into glorious carpets of wildfllowers in late spring and summer. Whether visiting the Standing Stones of
Callanish, the Uig peninsula, Barra's Castle Bay, or historic St Kilda, or if you just want to experience the romance of the Sound of
Harris, one of the most beautiful ferry journeys in the world, Bradt's Outer Hebrides: The Western Isles of Scotland, from Lewis to
Barra has all the information you need.
From cosmopolitan Paris to the sunny Cote d'Azur, from historical Normandy to the rocky Pyrenes, this new edition updates the best
of towns, attractions, and landscapes of every region. 100 maps. of color photos.
The Rough Guide to Bangkok is the ultimate travel guide to this frenetic city with clear maps and detailed coverage of all the best
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Bangkok attractions. From the royal temples and palaces of Ratanakos to the vibrant weekend market at Chatuchakwith, the hushed
golden temples and ultra-hip designer boutiques, discover Bangkok's highlights inspired by dozens of colour photos. Find detailed
historical coverage of the must-see sights and practical advice on getting around the city whilst relying on up-to-date descriptions of
the best hotels, bars, clubs, shops and restaurants for all budgets. The Rough Guide to Bangkok includes two full-colour sections on
Bangkok by boat and Thai cuisine and a crucial language section with basic words, phrases and handy tips for pronunciation. You'll
find up-to-date information on excursions around the city, including trips to the grandiose ruins of Ayutthaya and the war sights along
the River Kwai. Explore every corner of Bangkok with clear maps and expert backgound on everything from contemporary art to
Thai Buddhism. Make the most of your holiday with The Rough Guide to Bangkok
The Rough Guide to Scotland is the ultimate travel guide to this beguiling and beautiful country. It will guide you through Scotland
with reliable information and detailed coverage of all of Scotland's attractions, from the world-class cities of Edinburgh and Glasgow
to its many idyllic islands. This fully updated guidebook features detailed practical advice on what to see and do and how to get
around, plus up-to-date reviews of the best hotels, B&Bs, shops, and restaurants. Whether you're looking for traditional village pubs
or want to go puffin-spotting on Shetland, The Rough Guide to Scotland has you covered. Accurate maps and comprehensive
practical information help you get under the skin of Scotland, while stunning photography and a full-color introduction make this
your ultimate traveling companion. Make the most of your time on earth with The Rough Guide to Scotland. Now available in ePub
format.
The Rough Guide to Wales (Travel Guide eBook)
Edinburgh Rough Guides Snapshot Scotland (includes The Old Town, Edinburgh Castle, The Royal Mile, Holyrood, The Edinburgh
Festival, Leith and the Lothians)
London
Scotland
This authoritative guide to the best that Scotland has to offer will be of interest both to discerning visitors and to Scottish people
who want to experience all that is good in their own country.
The new Rough Guide to England is the definitive insider's guide to a country rich in history, heritage and culture. Now in full
colour throughout, this fully updated guide has clear maps, detailed itineraries and regional highlights. Now available in PDF
format. There's practical information and advice on visiting England's beautiful countryside and coastline, as well as the many
diverse cities, towns and picture-postcard villages. Don't miss a thing with up-to-date reviews of the best places to stay, from
boutique hotels to budget hostels, the most authentic pubs and new-on-the-scene restaurants, and the most exciting activities and
experiences. Whether you're camping on a remote Cornish peninsula, hiking in the Peak District, being pampered in a spa town or
browsing markets in London's East End, explore every corner of this superb country with easy-to-use maps and detailed sights
information. Make the most of your time on EarthTM with The Rough Guide to England.
A travel guide to London that offers information on places of tourist interest, cuisines, hotels, and nightlife. It also contains detailed
maps for several regions.
This guide highlights the best places to sleep, eat and drink in the Highlands and Islands. It includes coverage of all major and
minor outdoor activities, hiking trails and mountain bike routes.
Scotland's Highlands & Islands
Scottish Highlands & Islands
DK Eyewitness Top 10 Scotland
Fodor's Essential Scotland

Covering the north and west of Scotland, this guide includes all the country's highest
mountains and remote wilderness with detailed information on the Western Isles from Arran
to Shetland and Orkney. The guide also provides details on all the major towns in the
region from Inverness to Oban and practical information on getting around, accommodation
and attractions.
Beautiful, enchanting, and wild - Scotland is an incredible destination just waiting to
be explored. From sky-high mountains and rugged coastlines to romantic lochs and fiercely
proud people, Scotland has many treasures crammed into a small country. This ultimate
pocket-sized travel guide shows you the very best sights you'll want to include on your
Scotland bucket list! Inside the pages of this Scotland travel guide, you'll discover: Ten easy-to-follow itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week in this
beautiful region - Available in a handy format that is light, portable, and packed with
essential information - Expert advice and travel tips to help you tick off unmissable
sights, explore beyond the tourist hubs and soak up the atmosphere - Detailed maps cover
the most interesting areas of Scotland, plus a laminated pull-out map that won't let you
down whatever the weather Uncover the Highlands, Lowlands, and just about everything in
between There is so much to see it can be difficult to know where to start. This Scottish
travel guide will ensure that you experience this breathtakingly beautiful country like a
local. Find the best castles, lochs, epic journeys, places to shop, eat, and, of course,
sample a "wee dram" of Whisky! Explore the history and culture of Scotland's cosmopolitan
cities from Edinburgh Castle to the Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum in Glasgow. See
the best of Scotland's countryside has to offer from its beautiful, enchanting, and wild
windswept moors, shimmering lochs, and breathtakingly beautiful glens including the Isle
of Skye, Glen Coe, and Loch Ness, and the Great Glen. DK Eyewitness Top 10 Scotland has
been updated regularly to make sure the information is as up-to-date as possible
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following the COVID-19 outbreak. Experience even more with the full range of our top-10
guides Take the work out of planning a short trip with the DK Eyewitness Top 10 series.
It's the ultimate travel guide packed with easy-to-read maps, tips, and tours to make
your weekend trip or cultural break memorable. From London and Paris to Rome and the Lake
District, explore the best of these travel destinations and many more!
Explore every corner of this unspoilt and dramatic area with the fully-revised fourth
edition of the Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands and Islands. From walking along the
deserted beaches in South Harris to whale-watching in Mull - inspired by dozens of photos
- the 24-page, full-colour introduction highlights all the ''things-not-to-miss''. In
addition, there are two, brand-new, 4-page, full-colour inserts: ''Wildlife'' and ''Food
& Drink''. The guide includes listings of all the top hotels, guesthouses and the best
places to eat and sample the local whiskies. There is plenty of practical advice for
exploring the great ''Scottish'' outdoors, from bagging munros to skiing on The Cairngorm
mountains. The guide comes complete with maps and plans for the entire region.
Practical travel guide to Scotland with a free eBook featuring points-of-interest
structured lists of all sights and off-the-beaten-track treasures, with detailed colourcoded maps, practical details about what to see and to do in Scotland, how to get there
and around, pre-departure information, as well as top time-saving tips, like a visual
list of things not to miss in Scotland, expert author picks and itineraries to help you
plan your trip. The Rough Guide to Scotland covers: Edinburgh and the Lothians, The
Borders, Dumfries and Galloway, Ayrshire and Arran, Glasgow and the Clyde, Argyll and
Bute, Stirling, Loch Lomond and the Trossachs, Fife, Perthshire, Northeast Scotland, The
Great Glen and River Spey, The north and northwest Highlands, Skye and the Small Isles,
The Western Isles, Orkney and Shetland Inside this travel guide you'll find:
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EVERY TYPE OF TRAVELLER Experiences selected for every kind of trip
to Scotland, from off-the-beaten-track adventures in Edinburgh to family activities in
child-friendly places, like Caledonian Forest or chilled-out breaks in popular tourist
areas, like Orkney. PRACTICAL TRAVEL TIPS Essential pre-departure information including
Scotland entry requirements, getting around, health information, travelling with
children, sports and outdoor activities, food and drink, festivals, culture and
etiquette, shopping, tips for travellers with disabilities and more. TIME-SAVING
ITINERARIES Carefully planned routes covering the best of Scotland give a taste of the
richness and diversity of the destination, and have been created for different time
frames or types of trip. DETAILED REGIONAL COVERAGE Clear structure within each
sightseeing chapter includes regional highlights, brief history, detailed sights and
places ordered geographically, recommended restaurants, hotels, bars, clubs and major
shops or entertainment options. INSIGHTS INTO GETTING AROUND LIKE A LOCAL Tips on how to
beat the crowds, save time and money and find the best local spots for walking spots, top
museums and historic castles. HIGHLIGHTS OF THINGS NOT TO MISS Rough Guides' rundown of
The Western Isles, Northeast Scotland and Shetland's best sights and top experiences help
to make the most of each trip to Scotland, even in a short time. HONEST AND INDEPENDENT
REVIEWS: Written by Rough Guides' expert authors with a trademark blend of humour,
honesty and expertise, to help to find the best places in Scotland, matching different
needs. BACKGROUND INFORMATION Comprehensive 'Contexts' chapter features fascinating
insights into Scotland, with coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment,
wildlife and books, plus a handy language section and glossary. FABULOUS FULL COLOUR
PHOTOGRAPHY Features inspirational colour photography, including the stunning Loch Ness
and the spectacular Cuillin Range. COLOUR-CODED MAPPING Practical full-colour maps, with
clearly numbered, colour-coded keys for quick orientation in Glasgow, Aberdeen and many
more locations in Scotland, reduce need to go online. USER-FRIENDLY LAYOUT With helpful
icons, and organised by neighbourhood to help you pick the best spots to spend your time.
FREE EBOOK Free eBook download with every purchase of a printed book allows you to access
all of the content from your phone or tablet, for on-the-road exploration.
The Rough Guide to London
Pocket Rough Guide British Breaks Isle of Skye & the Western Isles (Travel Guide eBook)
The Rough Guide to Europe On A Budget
The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands & Islands (Travel Guide with Free Ebook)
From the cities of Glasgow and Edinburgh to the remote wilderness areas, this comprehensive guide
explores Scotland's unique culture, history, music, and food, and points out the best pubs, bed and
breakfasts, historical landmarks, and other places to visit. 32 maps. color photos.
Practical travel guide to Scotland featuring points-of-interest structured lists of all sights and offthe-beaten-track treasures, with detailed colour-coded maps, practical details about what to see and to
do in Scotland, how to get there and around, pre-departure information, as well as top time-saving tips,
like a visual list of things not to miss in Scotland, expert author picks and itineraries to help you
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plan your trip. The Rough Guide to Scotland covers: Edinburgh and the Lothians, The Borders, Dumfries
and Galloway, Ayrshire and Arran, Glasgow and the Clyde, Argyll and Bute, Stirling, Loch Lomond and the
Trossachs, Fife, Perthshire, Northeast Scotland, The Great Glen and River Spey, The north and northwest
Highlands, Skye and the Small Isles, The Western Isles, Orkney and Shetland Inside this travel guide
you'll find: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EVERY TYPE OF TRAVELLER Experiences selected for every kind of trip to
Scotland, from off-the-beaten-track adventures in Edinburgh to family activities in child-friendly
places, like Caledonian Forest or chilled-out breaks in popular tourist areas, like Orkney. PRACTICAL
TRAVEL TIPS Essential pre-departure information including Scotland entry requirements, getting around,
health information, travelling with children, sports and outdoor activities, food and drink, festivals,
culture and etiquette, shopping, tips for travellers with disabilities and more. TIME-SAVING ITINERARIES
Carefully planned routes covering the best of Scotland give a taste of the richness and diversity of the
destination, and have been created for different time frames or types of trip. DETAILED REGIONAL
COVERAGE Clear structure within each sightseeing chapter includes regional highlights, brief history,
detailed sights and places ordered geographically, recommended restaurants, hotels, bars, clubs and
major shops or entertainment options. INSIGHTS INTO GETTING AROUND LIKE A LOCAL Tips on how to beat the
crowds, save time and money and find the best local spots for walking spots, top museums and historic
castles. HIGHLIGHTS OF THINGS NOT TO MISS Rough Guides' rundown of The Western Isles, Northeast Scotland
and Shetland's best sights and top experiences help to make the most of each trip to Scotland, even in a
short time. HONEST AND INDEPENDENT REVIEWS: Written by Rough Guides' expert authors with a trademark
blend of humour, honesty and expertise, to help to find the best places in Scotland, matching different
needs. BACKGROUND INFORMATION Comprehensive 'Contexts' chapter features fascinating insights into
Scotland, with coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books, plus a
handy language section and glossary. FABULOUS FULL COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY Features inspirational colour
photography, including the stunning Loch Ness and the spectacular Cuillin Range. COLOUR-CODED MAPPING
Practical full-colour maps, with clearly numbered, colour-coded keys for quick orientation in Glasgow,
Aberdeen and many more locations in Scotland, reduce need to go online. USER-FRIENDLY LAYOUT With
helpful icons, and organised by neighbourhood to help you pick the best spots to spend your time.
A travel guidebook to Scotland. Recommends accommodations, restaurants and attractions for various
budgets.
Whether you take the high road or the low road, with Rick Steves on your side, Scotland can be yours!
Inside Rick Steves Scotland you'll find: Comprehensive coverage for spending a week or more exploring
Scotland Rick's strategic advice on how to get the most out of your time and money, with rankings of his
must-see favorites Top sights and hidden gems, from the wild beauty of Orkney Islands and the Hebrides
to cozy corner pubs in Edinburgh How to connect with local culture: Chat with experts on the Speyside
Whisky Trail, attend a small-town Highland Games, or join the search for Nessie Beat the crowds, skip
the lines, and avoid tourist traps with Rick's candid, humorous insight The best places to eat, sleep,
and relax with a dram of Scotch Self-guided walking tours of lively neighborhoods and historic sites
Detailed neighborhood maps and a fold-out city map for exploring on the go Useful resources including a
packing list, a phrase book of Scottish slang, a historical overview, and recommended reading Over 400
bible-thin pages include everything worth seeing without weighing you down Complete, up-to-date
information on Edinburgh, Glasgow, Stirling, St. Andrews, the Scottish Highlands, Oban, Mull, Iona,
Staffa, Glencoe, Fort William, Inverness, Loch Ness, Pitiochry, Balmoral Castle, the Isle of Skye,
Wester Ross, the Orkney Islands, and more Make the most of every day and every dollar with Rick Steves
Scotland.
Scotland Beyond the Bagpipes
The Rough Guide to the North Coast 500 (Compact Travel Guide eBook)
Outer Hebrides
The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands & Islands
Pocket Rough Guide Skye & the Western Isles Make the most of your time in Great Britain with the
ultimate travel guides. Entertaining, informative and stylish pocket guide. Discover the best of Skye
and the Western Isles with this compact and entertaining pocket travel guide. This slim, trim treasure
trove of trustworthy travel information is ideal for short-trip travellers and covers all the key sights
(Portree, The Storr, The Fairy Pools and Sligachan Old Bridge), restaurants, shops, cafés and bars, plus
inspired ideas for day-trips, with honest and independent recommendations from our experts. Features of
this travel guide to Skye and the Western Isles: - Compact format: packed with practical information,
this is the perfect travel companion when you're out and about exploring Skye and the Western Isles Honest and independent reviews: written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and
expertise, our writers will help you make the most of your trip - Incisive area-by-area overviews:
covering Skye, Small Isles, Lewis and Harris, North Uist, South Uist, Benbecula and Barra and more, the
practical 'Places' section provides all you need to know about must-see sights and the best places to
eat, drink and shop - Time-saving itineraries: carefully planned routes will help inspire and inform
your on-the-road experiences - Day-trips: venture further afield to St Kilda or Raasay. This tells you
why to go, how to get there, and what to see when you arrive - Travel tips and info: packed with
essential pre-departure information including getting around, health, tourist information, festivals and
events, plus an A-Z directory - Attractive user-friendly design: features fresh magazine-style layout,
inspirational colour photography and colour-coded maps throughout - Covers: Skye, Small Isles, Lewis and
Harris, North Uist, South Uist, Benbecula and Barra Looking for a comprehensive travel guide to
Scotland? Try The Rough Guide to Scotland for an informative and entertaining look at all the country
has to offer. About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with
over 30 million copies sold. Synonymous with practical travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy
'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+
destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
The Rough Guide to the North Coast 500 Make the most of your time on Earth with the ultimate travel
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guides. Discover the North Coast 500 with this comprehensive and entertaining travel guide, packed with
practical information and honest recommendations by our independent experts. Whether you plan to sample
world-class single malt whiskies, ascend the hair-raising Applecross Pass or go whalewatching off the
west coast, The Rough Guide to the North Coast 500 will help you discover the best places to explore,
eat, drink, shop and sleep along the way. Features of this travel guide to the North Coast 500: Detailed regional coverage: provides practical information for every kind of trip, from off-the-beatentrack adventures to luxury getaways - Honest and independent reviews: written with Rough Guides'
trademark blend of humour, honesty and expertise, our writers will help you make the most from your trip
along the North Coast 500 - Meticulous mapping: practical full-colour maps, with clearly numbered,
colour-coded keys. Find your way around without needing to get online - Fabulous full-colour
photography: features inspirational colour photography, including the sugarloaf moonscape of Assynt and
the stunning Duncansby Head sea stacks - Time-saving itineraries: carefully planned routes will help
inspire and inform your on-the-road experiences - Things not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of the best
sights and top experiences to be found along the North Coast 500 route - Travel tips and info: packed
with essential pre-departure information including when to go, getting there, getting around,
accommodation, food and drink, health, costs and more - Background information: comprehensive 'Moments
in History' section provides fascinating insights into Scotland's past - Covers: Inverness to the Black
Isle and beyond, the road to John O'Groats, along the north coast, exploring the northwest and Wester
Ross to Inverness You may also be interested in: Rough Guide to Scotland About Rough Guides: Rough
Guides have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies sold globally.
Synonymous with practical travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the
Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
From Inverness to the Outer Hebrides and Shetland, this guide reveals some of the last wildernesses of
Europe. The guide features all sides of the Highlands and Islands, exploring both the tourist honeytraps and Scotland¿s most remote regions. It highlights thriving traditions such as caber-tossing,
Ceilidh music and story-telling, alongside the history of clans, tartans, and the Highland Clearances.
The author¿s intimate knowledge of Highland life provides a unique insight into the region, its people,
and their culture and beliefs; she offers sound advice as only an insider could. The guide also packs in
a wealth of essential and up-to-date practical information, the latest listings, extensive maps and
travel timetables, and expert advice on where to ski, walk, windsurf, fish, and star-gaze.
Make the Most of Your Time in Britain is a celebration of the most extraordinary places you can visit in
Great Britain. From historic houses to eccentric festivals, this incredible photography collection
features the best things to do, see and experience in Great Britain. High-quality photography brings
each place to life, from the seascapes of Cornwall and dazzling northern lights of Scotland to the
skiing wonder of Snowdonia in Wales. Lively descriptive text accompanies each entry, which will inspire
even the most intrepid traveller, highlighting exactly what makes it so special to visit now. The book
reaches almost every corner of Britain, with each place carefully selected by experienced experts and
specialists. Features of Make the Most of Your Time in Britain - Uncovers the top places to visit in
Great Britain - Stylish coffee-table book with inspirational, high-quality photography - Employs Rough
Guides' "tell it like it is" ethos - Carefully curated by expert authors and editors About Rough Guides:
Rough Guides have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies sold.
Synonymous with practical travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy "tell it like it is" ethos, the
Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
The Rough Guide to Edinburgh
The Rough Guide to Britain
The Rough Guide to France
The Rough Guide to Bangkok

The Rough Guide to Scotland is the ultimate travel guide to this beguiling and beautiful
country, with clear maps and detailed coverage of all of Scotlands attractions, from the worldclass cities of Edinburgh and Glasgow to its many idyllic islands. Written in Rough Guides
trademark honest and informative style, The Rough Guide to Scotland features detailed practical
advice on what to see and do and how to get about, plus up-to-date reviews of the best hotels,
b&bs, pubs, shops and restaurants.This guide coverseverything from traditional village pubs to
puffin-spotting on Shetland, plus, of course, a few tips on whisky tasting, with full-colour
features on Scotlands legendary festivals and its culinary traditions. Whatever your budget,
The Rough Guide to Scotland will help you make the most of your time in Scotland.
The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands and Islands is the ultimate travel guide to this
spectacular region. Written in Rough Guides' trademark honest and informative style, the guide
features detailed practical advice on what to see and do and how to get about, plus up-to-date
reviews of the best hotels, B&Bs, pubs, activity operators and campsites. This guide covers
everything from hiking in the Cairngorms to whale-watching on Mull, plus where to find the best
local produce from fresh oysters to fine malt whiskies. There are also features on the area's
unique wildlife and where to watch it, plus outdoor activities from mountain biking and climbing
to surfing and skiing. With clear maps and detailed coverage of Scotland's islands, national
parks and mountain areas, The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands and Islands will help you make
the most of your trip. Make the most of your time on earth with The Rough Guide to Scottish
Highlands and Islands. Now available in epub format.
Lonely Planet Scotland is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see
and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Sip the water of life, whisky, in an ancient
pub, trace the trails of the clanspeople fleeing Glen Coe, or play a round in St Andrew's,
golf's spiritual home; all with your trusted travel companion.
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From the wild and remote mountains of the Highlands to the rolling sand dunes at St Andrews, via
magical lochs and glens, buzzing cities and remote islands, Rough Guides have combed every
corner of the country to bring you its most awe-inspiring spots. Our exploration of Scotland's
iconic natural landscapes and romantic castles is complemented by spotlights on the country's
exciting cities, from grand Edinburgh and arty Glasgow to cosmopolitan Aberdeen.
The Western Isles of Scotland, from Lewis to Barra
The Rough Guide to the 100 Best Places in Scotland
Scotland the Best
The Rough Guide to Argentina
Describes and reviews the sights and sounds of London, including shopping, accomodations, food, and
attractions
The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands and Islands Make the most of your time on Earth with the ultimate
travel guides. World-renowned 'tell it like it is' travel guide Discover Scottish Highlands and Islands
with this comprehensive and entertaining travel guide, packed with practical information and honest
recommendations by our independent experts. Whether you plan to take a boat out on a remote loch, take a
whale-watching tour off the Isle of Mull or cheer on some Highland games, The Rough Guide to Scottish
Highlands and Islands will help you discover the best places to explore, eat, drink, shop and sleep
along the way. Features of this travel guide to Scottish Highlands and Islands: - Detailed regional
coverage: provides practical information for every kind of trip, from off-the-beaten-track adventures to
chilled-out breaks in popular tourist areas - Honest and independent reviews: written with Rough Guides'
trademark blend of humour, honesty and expertise, our writers will help you make the most from your trip
to Scottish Highlands and Islands - Meticulous mapping: practical full-colour maps, with clearly
numbered, colour-coded keys. Find your way around the Western Isles, Argyll and many more locations
without needing to get online - Fabulous full-colour photography: features inspirational colour
photography, including royal blue waters lapping the cliffs of Shetland and the romantic West Highland
Railway steaming over the Glenfinnan Viaduct. - Time-saving itineraries: carefully planned routes will
help inspire and inform your on-the-road experiences - Things not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of the
best sights and top experiences to be found in the Highlands, Great Glen and Skye - Travel tips and
info: packed with essential pre-departure information including getting around, accommodation, food and
drink, health, the media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture and etiquette, shopping and
more - Background information: comprehensive 'Contexts' chapter provides fascinating insights into
Scotland with coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books, plus a
handy language section and glossary - Covers: Argyll, the central Highlands, the Great Glen, the north
and northwest Highlands, Skye and the small Isles, the Western Isles, Orkney and Shetland You may also
be interested in: Rough Guide to Scotland, Pocket Rough Guide Isle of Skye About Rough Guides: Rough
Guides have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies sold globally.
Synonymous with practical travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the
Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
Whether you want to explore Edinburgh, sip Scottish whisky, or hike the Highlands, the local Fodor’s
travel experts in Scotland are here to help! Fodor’s Essential Scotland guidebook is packed with maps,
carefully curated recommendations, and everything else you need to simplify your trip-planning process
and make the most of your time. This new edition has been FULLY-REDESIGNED IN FULL COLOR with an easy-toread layout, fresh information, and beautiful color photos. GET INSPIRED • AN ILLUSTRATED ULTIMATE
EXPERIENCES GUIDE to the top things to see and do • PHOTO-FILLED “BEST OF” FEATURES on Scotland’s Best
Museums, Scotland’s Best Outdoor Adventures, and Scotland’s Best Castles • BRAND-NEW COLOR PHOTOS
throughout to spark your wanderlust! • UP-TO-DATE and HONEST RECOMMENDATIONS covering the most
recommended sights, restaurants, hotels, nightlife, shopping, performing arts, activities, and more GET
PLANNING • MULTIPLE ITINERARARIES to effectively organize your days and maximize your time • SPECIAL
FEATURES on Playing Golf in Scotland and Scottish Whisky • COVERS: Edinburgh, Glasgow, St. Andrews,
Dundee, Angus, the Trossachs, Loch Lomond, Aberdeen, Inverness, Speyside, Loch Ness, the Highlands, Isle
of Skye, and more GET GOING • MORE THAN 40 DETAILED MAPS to navigate confidently • TRIP-PLANNING TOOLS
AND PRACTICAL TIPS on when to go, getting around, beating the crowds, and saving time and money •
HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL INSIGHTS providing rich context on the local people, politics, art,
architecture, cuisine, geography and more • LOCAL WRITERS to help you find the under-the-radar gems
Planning on visiting the rest of Great Britain? Check out Fodor’s Essential Great Britain, Fodor’s
Essential England, and Fodor’s London. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is researched
and written by local experts. Fodor’s has been offering expert advice for all tastes and budgets for
over 80 years. For more travel inspiration, you can sign up for our travel newsletter at
fodors.com/newsletter/signup, or follow us @FodorsTravel on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. We invite
you to join our friendly community of travel experts at fodors.com/community to ask any other questions
and share your experience with us! IMPORTANT NOTE: The digital edition of this guide does not contain
all the images included in the physical edition.
Like so many people who live south of the border in England, Helen thought that she knew all about
Scotland. It was a part of Britain after all, a place that was surely more the same than it was
different. But then she actually went there – and everything changed… Helen discovered a place
altogether different from her home country down south. Over a few days in Edinburgh, Helen was charmed
by Scotland’s magic. A spell was cast on her undulating walk across ancient volcanoes – the story of
getting from one side of the city centre to the other – and as she was bewitched by the landscape she
also found herself charmed by the country’s famously chatty people. Helen left wanting more, and so in
2017 – after the sudden loss of her mother – she returned to explore properly. Over three months Helen
undertook a personal journey around Scotland, uncovering stories about the history, geography and people
of this peerless, magical country.
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Lonely Planet Scotland
The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands and Islands
Rick Steves Scotland
The Rough Guide to Scotland (Travel Guide with Free Ebook)

The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands and Islands Make the most of your time on Earth with the
ultimate travel guides. World-renowned 'tell it like it is' travel guide, now with free eBook.
Discover Scottish Highlands and Islands with this comprehensive and entertaining travel guide,
packed with practical information and honest recommendations by our independent experts. Whether
you plan to take a boat out on a remote loch, take a whale-watching tour off the Isle of Mull or
cheer on some Highland games, The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands and Islands will help you
discover the best places to explore, eat, drink, shop and sleep along the way. Features of this
travel guide to Scottish Highlands and Islands: - Detailed regional coverage: provides practical
information for every kind of trip, from off-the-beaten-track adventures to chilled-out breaks
in popular tourist areas - Honest and independent reviews: written with Rough Guides' trademark
blend of humour, honesty and expertise, our writers will help you make the most from your trip
to Scottish Highlands and Islands - Meticulous mapping: practical full-colour maps, with clearly
numbered, colour-coded keys. Find your way around the Western Isles, Argyll and many more
locations without needing to get online - Fabulous full-colour photography features
inspirational colour photography, including royal blue waters lapping the cliffs of Shetland and
the romantic West Highland Railway steaming over the Glenfinnan Viaduct. - Time-saving
itineraries: carefully planned routes will help inspire and inform your on-the-road experiences
- Things not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of the best sights and top experiences to be found
in the Highlands, Great Glen and Skye - Travel tips and info: packed with essential predeparture information including getting around, accommodation, food and drink, health, the
media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture and etiquette, shopping and more Background information: comprehensive 'Contexts' chapter provides fascinating insights into
Scotland with coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books,
plus a handy language section and glossary - The ultimate travel tool: download the free eBook
to access all this from your phone or tablet - Covers Argyll, the central Highlands, the Great
Glen, the north and northwest Highlands, Skye and the small Isles, the Western Isles, Orkney and
Shetland You may also be interested in: Rough Guide to Scotland, Pocket Rough Guide Isle of Skye
About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over 30
million copies sold globally. Synonymous with practical travel tips, quality writing and a
trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel
guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
The Rough Guide to Vienna is the ultimate guide to one of Europe's most elegant and civilised
capital cities. From the world-class art galleries and museums full of Art Nouveau and Modernist
pieces to getting off the beaten track and exploring the narrow, cobbled backstreets of the
Innere Stadt or the lively cafés and bars of the Naschmarkt area, this guide covers it all.
Frank, incisive reviews take you straight to the best of the city's coffee houses, restaurants
and nightlife venues, from the minimalist to the magnificently traditional, while tell-it-likeit-is listings help you find the right accommodation for your budget, whether that's a boutique
hotel off Karlsplatz, a grand classic on the Ringstrasse, or just a perfect budget hideaway.
With inspirational photography, neighbourhood-by-neighbourhood accounts and detailed, up-to-date
maps, The Rough Guide to Vienna is the perfect companion for a weekend away or a longer city
break. Make the most of your holiday with The Rough Guide to Vienna.
The Rough Guide to Scotland (Travel Guide with Free EBook)
Make the Most of Your Time in Britain
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